26 Years generating amazing experiences

Showtime Entertainment Production, is a French company world renowned for producing and operating
live entertainment for the past 26 years. S.E.P deliver an amazing experience with all of their projects,
whether it be a Theme Park show, a theatrical act, a cultural performance, an educational production,
or any event with great success
Our Mission is to deliver a high quality experience and memorable journey of an international standard.
Our professional services cover turn-key solutions including conceptual design, schematic design,
productions and operations.
Located throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia and America, our expertise is in creating exciting
and powerful live shows across the globe. We are passionate about these goals, and driven to deliver
quality services internationally.
Showtime Entertainment Production is comprised of a team that is able to bring a project from
conception to completion while maintaining the highest quality standards.
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EMOTION, CREDIBILITY, UNIQUE, TRUST, IMAGINATION, DREAM, CREATION, ENGINEERING, VISION
We believe that it is possible to deliver a quality show for any given budget. We have developed a
team methodology that ensures we deliver value for every project dollar.
Our team of designers and producers, with their creative aptitude and knowledge of materials,
methods, safety and costs effectiveness, will craft an amazing show that will thrill your guests,
while getting the most bang for your budget.
We deliver, on time, on budget and on target.
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TEAM S.E.P. is a dynamic team of dedicated people specializing in areas
such as fields like creation, production, engineering, logistics and
administration. This highly skilled team enjoys an international
reputation for its specific know-how.

EXPERIENCE

For more than 26 years, S.E.P. has been working on

live shows targeting every continent. Our combined expertise from many
years of show production experience has augmented our skills, giving us
a broad range of technical solutions, and the ability to adapt the artistic
concept to the cultural aspects of each country.

GUARANTEE

With more than 26 years of combined experience, S.E.P.

has demonstrated its capacity to win the confidence and satisfaction of
its clients. From the most popular permanent installations, glorious and
prestigious events, to organizing committees and ceremonies. S.E.P. has
proven success in delivering amazing shows



SATISFACTION

Our shows are regarded among the preferred

elements of entertainment all over the world. The return rate of audiences
has enabled our customers to meet their targets and sustain a constant
degree of satisfaction in their venues, rewarding them with dividends
over the years.

AMBITION

The S.E.P. team is always searching for new challenges.

S.E.P. projects are ambitious. We always seek to push the conventional
boundaries, taking into consideration both creative concepts, and
technical feasibility
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CREATION

Concept, design, artistic direction, script, storyline and storyboard, 3D illustrations,

graphic design, original music, composition, character design, costume design, scenography, architectural and Landscape design, stage design, pyrotechnic design...



ENGINEERING

Feasibility studies, engineering studies, facility impact studies, development,

mock-up, mechanical & electrical, civil & structure, security, show control and network design, structures and Infrastructure, architectural studies, multimedia components, capital works...



PRODUCTION

Executive production, project management, artistic direction, rehearsal

management, media and content production, show programming, planning and costing, operations,
logistics, procurement, 3D animation, live casting and direction...



OPERATION

Showtime Entertainment Production offers turnkey daily management

skills to succeed from production development through to daily operations including:

-An ability to effectively convert strategies into concrete action plans.
- Strong operational and administrative expertise
- Strictness with financial discipline
- Experienced with large groups and complex organizations with strong cultural values
- Excellent performance in a multi-cultural and international work environment
-Solid project leadership that influences and enhances teamwork and effort.
- Solution and objective oriented mindset
- Consistent, concise, and methodical verbal and written communicators /communication.
- Management services are scalable to your needs and expectations



Lion King Contest / Guangzhou / China

« Once upon a time in Guangzhou…Wong Fei Hung and Miss 13 find themselves on opposing teams,
competing for their Governors entertainment.The teams challenge each-other through increasingly
impressive stunts in Acrobatics, Parkour, Kung Fu, and Dance. Each team’s Lions defy gravity with their
heart-stopping Lion dance... Come and watch this fierce contest! »



Thunder Chase, A LIVE STUNT MOVIE EXPERIENCE / Haikou / China

In a unique theater with 3000 seats. The biggest in house, multi-vehicle stunt show in China.
Produced by an international team of 17 nationalities with SFX, Human torch, parkour, fight action,
FMX, car & bike chase. only at “Changying Global 100” Theme Park in Haikou, the Island of Hainan,
China. A live action spectacular that simulates an actual blockbuster movie being filmed on set.



Speed Chase Action / Dubai / UAE

For our 21st season, Showtime Entertainment Production produced the biggest Stunt Show for
“Global Village” in Dubai. 25 minutes of daredevil stunts, unlike anything you’ve seen before.
For the past 8 years, Showtime Entertainment Production has been providing high quality shows for
“Global Village theme park” in Dubai UAE. Since the shows Grand-opening, ‘entertainment’ has been
voted the number one attraction for the park by the Visitors, and subsequently remains as number one
years later.



Dabangg Stunt Spectacular Show / Dubai / UAE

Dabangg is set in the Indian State of Uttar Pradesh. Filled with unbelievable action, the best one-liners,
and Bollywood song and dance, join police officer Chulbul Pandey as he rescues his damsel Rajjo and
her friends in an explosive spectacle to remember



The Han Show / Wuhan / China

This electrifying show is inspired by the spirit of Han heritage, Chu-Han Dynasty, and the city of Wuhan.
Franco Dragone’s “The Han Show” is a celebration of the essence of Han Culture in a theatre that has
already become iconic. Showtime Entertainment Production had the pleasure of creating and
developing the most thrilling act of fly surf and Jet Ski.



The Loudest Shout

/ Johor Bahru / Malaysia

“The Loudest Shout” is an original live show from Showtime Entertainment Production combining
incredible stunt work, striking characters, a funny story, a catchy song, a nimble dance and
jaw-dropping magic.



IDEX / Abu Dhabi / UAE
The International Defence Exhibition and Conference, IDEX, is the most strategically important
tri-service defence exhibition in the world, with over 50 different countries 60,000 attendees.

Paramount Park / Charlotte / USA
We produced and managed an “Extreme Jet Ski” show and “Tomb Raider Live Stunt Show”
at Paramount Parks in USA



Marvel Stunt Show / Abu Dhabi / UAE
Marvel has developed a new Interactive Show “Marvel Heroes” with Spiderman, Iron Man, Captain
America, Wolverine, and more of your favourite Marvel heroes.

The Zoological Society of San Diego / USA
S.E.P produced an educational show called the “Drip Dudes” and a street performance called
“The Stiltures”.The troupe of performance artists made a very favorable impression on the members
and guests throughout their run at the Night time Zoo promotion.



Multimedia Shows / Muscat Festival / Oman
Our ability with multimedia includes Water Show with light installations and special effects.
Water fountains, pillars of fire, lasers and special effects, as well as synchronized film clips and music
combining to create a show the entire family will love. High-tech projectors will be used to show
razor-sharp film clips on a water screen.



SUNAC (China)

Global Village Theme Park U.A.E)

Changying (China

Al Ain Air Show (U.A.E.)

Disneyland Paris and Disney Studios Tour (France)

Summer in Abu Dhabi (U.A.E)

Universal Studios Hollywood (USA)

Hotgo Theme Park (China)

Paramount Parks (USA)

IDEX Abu Dhabi (U.A.E)

San Diego Zoo (USA)

UAE 40th Anniversary Military Show

Star Cruise Asia (Singapore & Hong Kong)

Dubai Park - Bollywood Theme Park (UAE)

Sentosa Island Resort (Singapore)
KLCC Mall
Petronas Twin Tower (Malaysia)
Genting Highland (Malaysia)
Legoland (Malaysia)
Sunway Lagoon (Malaysia)
Akmerkez Mall (Turkey)
Muscat Festival (Oman)
Doha Motor Show (Qatar)
The Lost Paradise Water Park (Bahrain)
The Han Show (China)



Here is an overview of the Showtime Entertainment Production areas of talents for your future shows production development and daily operations.
As you may have noticed during your visit on our website, we have all the capacity and the
manpower to support and collaborate by your side:
We take our clients vision and develop it into a sustainable production incorporating the
latest artistic trends, and using the latest show technology available.
Showtime Entertainment Production will be at your services to realize all of your project
goals within budget and on schedule.
Thanks for your attention and your interest in our web site.
Looking forward to discuss with you at any time.
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S.E.P FZE
Level 19, Boulevard Plaza Tower One,
Emaar Boulevard Downtown Dubai,
PO Box 27363
Tel +971 50. 918 0688
Dubai, UAE
http://www.sepproduction.com
info@sepproduction.com



